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The Time Traveler's Wife Audrey Niffenegger 2021-04-30 A most untraditional love story, this is the celebrated tale of
Henry DeTamble, a dashing, adventuresome librarian who inadvertently travels through time, and Clare Abshire, an artist
whose life takes a natural sequential course. Henry and Clare’s passionate affair endures across a sea of time and
captures them in an impossibly romantic trap that tests the strength of fate and basks in the bonds of love.
“Niffenegger’s inventive and poignant writing is well worth a trip” (Entertainment Weekly).
Friday on My Mind Nicci French 2016-10-04 In Nicci’s French’s thrilling fifth book, London psychotherapist Frieda Klein
herself becomes the prime suspect in a murder A bloated corpse turns up in the Thames, throat slashed, and the only clue
is a hospital wristband reading Dr. F. Klein. Frieda is taken to see the body and realizes with horror that it is Sandy,
her ex-boyfriend. She’s certain that the killer is Dean Reeve—the man who has never stopped haunting her. But the police
think he has been dead for years, and Frieda is their number one suspect. With few options, Frieda goes on the run to
save herself and try to uncover the truth. Praise for the Frieda Klein Mystery series: “Fierce, fascinating, and full of
insight, Frieda Klein is irresistible.” —Val McDermid, bestselling author of Splinter the Silence “Sophisticated,
gripping, addictive. Crime novels that stand head and shoulders above the competition.” —Sophie Hannah, bestselling
author of Woman with a Secret “Complex psychological suspense at its best.” —Booklist (starred review)
The Memory Game Nicci French 2008-03-06 Nicci French, bestselling author of thriller Blue Monday, tells the terrifying
story of a woman discovering that her past is not as she remembers it in The Memory Game. You remember an ordinary,
idyllic childhood. Then one day you discover that your memory is deceitful. And possibly deadly ... When a skeleton is
unearthed, Jane Martello is shocked to learn it's that of her childhood friend, Natalie, who went missing twenty-five
years ago. Encouraged by a therapist to recover lost memories, Jane hopes to find out what really took place when she
was a child - and what happened to Natalie. But in learning the truth about hers and Natalie's past, is Jane putting her
own future at terrible risk? 'Haunting' Frances Fyfield, Evening Standard Nicci French is the pseudonym for the writing
partnership of journalists Nicci Gerrard and Sean French. Together they have written 13 books, including Complicit, What
to do When Someone Dies and Until It's Over.
Where She Lies Michael Scanlon 2019-02-08 ‘Bloody brilliant... I was hooked.’ Ginger Book Geek
‘Omg!! What an
amazing and thrilling story!!!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Gripping.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Twist after twist after
twist!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘All the stars from me.’ Rona Halsall
‘I have never, ever read a whole book in
one day… until now.’ Booked Up Girl
When a beautiful, local teenage girl is found strangled in the cold, dark
woods a mile from town. The prime suspect is the seemingly-gentle drifter who found Tanya’s body. Detective Finnegan
Beck, recently demoted from his high-powered job in Dublin and relocated in disgrace to the small Irish town of Cross
Beg, is the police officer in charge, and he seems to be the only person who can’t escape the feeling that Tanya wasn’t
killed at random. As he digs deeper into the shadows of Cross Beg, he begins to realise it isn’t the sleepy backwater
he’d first believed. Everyone here has something to hide. Tanya had a boyfriend, whose name no one knew. A best friend
with a loose relationship with the truth. And a habit she thought she’d kept hidden from everyone. But, just as Beck
believes he is making progress, the body of one of the suspects is found drowned in the river. Is the killer just
getting started? Everyone in the town seems to have something they would die to protect. But who has a secret they’d
kill for? This debut novel from a powerful new Irish voice is the first in a gripping series that will feature the
brilliant, haunted Detective Finnegan Beck who won’t rest until justice is found. Perfect for fans of LJ Ross, Joy Ellis
and Patricia Gibney. Readers are loving Where She Lies: ‘Bloody brilliant... Oh my goodness me... one seriously,
fantastically and brilliantly written book with cracking characters and cracking storylines. I was hooked on this book
from the first moment I met Detective Finnegan Beck... addictive... simply unputdownable... the pages were turning that
quickly that it was almost as if the pages were turning themselves... the world could have ended and I wouldn’t have
known... several times that I almost found myself reading through my fingers... In short, I totally and utterly flipping
well loved reading ‘Where She Lies’... simply outstanding... a very well deserved 5* out of 5*.’ Ginger Book Geek ‘A
page-turning, don't-put-it-down, yes-you-will-be-up-all-night kind of read… amazing!’ SPW Writes, 5 stars ‘Reminds me a
lot of Harry Bosch.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Gripping... pulls you in, from the very beginning right till the end... keeps
you guessing till the end... unrelenting pace... excellent writing... The needle of suspicion keeps moving from one
suspect to another... thrilling... If you loved the detective series of Harry Bosch or Cormoran Strike, you will enjoy
this one.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent ... this was one I couldn't put down... jaw-dropping. ’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Gripping… deserves more than the 5 stars.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Powerful… riveting ... stunning.’ Plucked
from the Stacks, 5 stars ‘If you like Harry Hole Series by Jo Nesbø, you shouldn't miss this one... gripping.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘Cracking... made me tear through the pages... I thought I knew whodunnit it. I wasn’t even close! ...
gripping.’ Between My Lines ‘Started with a bang and just kept going! The twists kept coming... I couldn't put it down.
I cannot wait to read more from this author!’ Goodreads reviewer, ‘Brilliant.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Tense,
powerful and emotional... gripped my attention from the very first page and I couldn’t tear my eyes away... fantastic.’
Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Excellent... I was hooked... I can't wait to return to Detective Beck and his story.’
Star Crossed Reviews ‘It's hard to believe this is a debut novel! ... Finnegan feels like a character you've known for
years, who has had his troubles and is now facing the results ... not only flawed, but brilliant (think PBS' Sherlock
Holmes).’ Bless Their Hearts Mom, 5 stars ‘Had me gripped ... a page turner.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent... 5 stars
read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Will I be reading book 2? Yes definitely.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm ‘Crikey, I wasn't expecting
the bad guy to be HIM! ... I was pulled into the story from the very beginning and every time I had to put the book
down, I couldn't wait to pick it up again... All the stars from me and looking forward to the rest of the series.’ Rona
Halsall, 5 stars
Day of the Dead Nicci French 2018 On a north London high street, a runaway vehicle crashes to a halt. The man in the
driving seat was murdered a week earlier. On Hampstead Heath, a bonfire blazes: in the flames lies the next victim. As
autumn leaves fall, a serial killer runs amok in the capital, playing games with the police. The death toll is rising
fast, and the investigation is floundering. But this is no ordinary killer, and every new victim is intended as a
message to just one woman. Because psychologist Frieda Klein is in hiding. And someone is coming to find her.
His Majesty's Hope Susan Elia MacNeal 2013-05-14 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For fans of Jacqueline Winspear, Laurie R.
King, and Anne Perry, whip-smart heroine Maggie Hope returns to embark on a clandestine mission behind enemy lines where
no one can be trusted, and even the smallest indiscretion can be deadly. World War II has finally come home to Britain,
but it takes more than nightly air raids to rattle intrepid spy and expert code breaker Maggie Hope. After serving as a
secret agent to protect Princess Elizabeth at Windsor Castle, Maggie is now an elite member of the Special Operations
Executive—a black ops organization designed to aid the British effort abroad—and her first assignment sends her straight
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into Nazi-controlled Berlin, the very heart of the German war machine. Relying on her quick wit and keen instincts,
Maggie infiltrates the highest level of Berlin society, gathering information to pass on to London headquarters. But the
secrets she unveils will expose a darker, more dangerous side of the war—and of her own past. “You’ll be [Maggie Hope’s]
loyal subject, ready to follow her wherever she goes.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
Until It's Over Nicci French 2020-07-28 From the internationally bestselling author of the Frieda Klein series, Nicci
French, comes this steamy and suspenseful stand-alone thriller about a group of housemates who must determine the killer
among them when a series of murders occur. Be careful of the ones closest to you... London cycle courier Astrid Bell has
known most of her housemates for years, but while they have a tangled history together—romantic pairings, one-night
stands, friendships—they each have secrets. Astrid is on her way home one day when her neighbor accidentally knocks her
off her bike. Suffering a few bruises, her roommates help her home. The next day, they learn that same neighbor was
bludgeoned to death only hours after the accident. Each of them tells the police what little they know and are
dismissed. Then a few days later, Astrid is asked to pick up a package from a wealthy woman called Ingrid de Soto. When
she arrives, the client is lying in the hall of her luxurious home—and it’s apparent she’s also been murdered. For the
police, it’s more than bad luck. For Astrid and her six housemates, it's the beginning of a nightmare: suspicious
glances, bitter accusations, and a growing fear that the worst is yet to come. As the difference between friend and
stranger grows harder to judge, the line between attraction and danger thins. The housemates—unsure if there’s a killer
in their midst—guard themselves against becoming the next victim. Because if it’s true that bad luck comes in threes—who
will be the next to die?
Something Borrowed Emily Giffin 2010-04-01 Something Borrowed Emily Giffin The smash-hit debut novel for every woman who
has ever had a complicated love-hate friendship. Rachel White is the consummate good girl. A hard-working attorney at a
large Manhattan law firm and a diligent maid of honor to her charmed best friend Darcy, Rachel has always played by all
the rules. Since grade school, she has watched Darcy shine, quietly accepting the sidekick role in their lopsided
friendship. But that suddenly changes the night of her thirtieth birthday when Rachel finally confesses her feelings to
Darcy's fiance, and is both horrified and thrilled to discover that he feels the same way. As the wedding date draws
near, events spiral out of control, and Rachel knows she must make a choice between her heart and conscience. In so
doing, she discovers that the lines between right and wrong can be blurry, endings aren't always neat, and sometimes you
have to risk everything to be true to yourself.
The Jewish Unions in America Bernard Weinstein 2018-02-06 Newly arrived in New York in 1882 from Tsarist Russia, the
sixteen-year-old Bernard Weinstein discovered an America in which unionism, socialism, and anarchism were very much in
the air. He found a home in the tenements of New York and for the next fifty years he devoted his life to the struggles
of fellow Jewish workers. The Jewish Unions in America blends memoir and history to chronicle this time. It describes
how Weinstein led countless strikes, held the unions together in the face of retaliation from the bosses, investigated
sweatshops and factories with the aid of reformers, and faced down schisms by various factions, including Anarchists and
Communists. He co-founded the United Hebrew Trades and wrote speeches, articles and books advancing the cause of the
labor movement. From the pages of this book emerges a vivid picture of workers’ organizations at the beginning of the
twentieth century and a capitalist system that bred exploitation, poverty, and inequality. Although workers’ rights have
made great progress in the decades since, Weinstein’s descriptions of workers with jobs pitted against those without,
and American workers against workers abroad, still carry echoes today. The Jewish Unions in America is a testament to
the struggles of working people a hundred years ago. But it is also a reminder that workers must still battle to live
decent lives in the free market. For the first time, Maurice Wolfthal’s readable translation makes Weinstein’s Yiddish
text available to English readers. It is essential reading for students and scholars of labor history, Jewish history,
and the history of American immigration.
The Unheard Nicci French 2021-10-26 “Nicci French is a specialist in the kind of evil that burrows from within.” —New
York Times Book Review In this new heart-pounding standalone from the internationally bestselling author that People
calls “razor sharp,” a single mother suspects her young daughter has witnessed a horrible crime when the girl draws a
disturbing picture—but the deadly path to unravel the truth could cost her everything. Maybe Tess is overprotective, but
passing her daughter off to her ex and his new young wife fills her with a sense of dread. It’s not that Jason is a bad
father—it just hurts to see him enjoying married life with someone else. Still, she owes it to her daughter Poppy to
make this arrangement work. But Poppy returns from the weekend tired and withdrawn. And when she shows Tess a crayon
drawing—an image so simple and violent that Tess can hardly make sense of it——Poppy can only explain with the words, “He
did kill her.” Something is horribly wrong. Tess is certain Poppy saw something—or something happened to her—that she’s
too young to understand. Jason insists the weekend went off without a hitch. Doctors advise that Poppy may be reacting
to her parents’ separation. And as the days go on, even Poppy’s disturbing memory seems to fade. But a mother knows her
daughter, and Tess is determined to discover the truth. Her search will set off an explosive tempest of dark secrets and
buried crimes—and more than one life may be at stake.
What to Do When Someone Dies Nicci French 2009-03-05 What to Do When Someone Dies is another ingenious thriller from the
best-loved, bestselling author, Nicci French Ellie Faulkner's world has been destroyed. Her husband Greg died in a car
crash - and he wasn't alone. In the passenger seat was the body of Milena Livingstone - a woman Ellie's never heard of.
But Ellie refuses to leap to the obvious conclusion, despite the whispers and suspicions of those around her. Maybe it's
the grief, but Ellie has to find out who this woman was - and prove Greg wasn't having an affair. And soon she is
chillingly certain their deaths were no accident. Are Ellie's accusations of murder her way of avoiding the truth about
her marriage? Or does an even more sinister discovery await her? Praise for Nicci French: 'Relentlessly enjoyable and
gripping from the first page to the last' Evening Standard 'You'll be totally gripped until a very unexpected twist
knocks you for six' Cosmopolitan 'You'll be hooked from the first page. A compulsive page-turner' Daily Express
Eli's Promise Ronald H. Balson 2020-09-22 "National Jewish Book Award winner Ron Balson returns triumphantly with Eli’s
Promise, a captivating saga of the Holocaust and its aftermath spanning decades and continents. Readers will not be able
to put this book down, but will turn the pages compulsively with heart in throat, eager to learn the fate of the Rosen
family. Balson’s meticulous historical detail, vivid prose and unforgettable characters further solidify his place among
the most esteemed writers of historical fiction today." —Pam Jenoff, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Lost Girls
of Paris A "fixer" in a Polish town during World War II, his betrayal of a Jewish family, and a search for justice 25
years later—by the winner of the National Jewish Book Award. Eli's Promise is a masterful work of historical fiction
spanning three eras—Nazi-occupied Poland, the American Zone of post-war Germany, and Chicago at the height of the
Vietnam War. Award-winning author Ronald H. Balson explores the human cost of war, the mixed blessings of survival, and
the enduring strength of family bonds. 1939: Eli Rosen lives with his wife Esther and their young son in the Polish town
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of Lublin, where his family owns a construction company. As a consequence of the Nazi occupation, Eli’s company is
Aryanized, appropriated and transferred to Maximilian Poleski—an unprincipled profiteer who peddles favors to Lublin’s
subjugated residents. An uneasy alliance is formed; Poleski will keep the Rosen family safe if Eli will manage the
business. Will Poleski honor his promise or will their relationship end in betrayal and tragedy? 1946: Eli resides with
his son in a displaced persons camp in Allied-occupied Germany hoping for a visa to America. His wife has been missing
since the war. One man is sneaking around the camps selling illegal visas; might he know what has happened to her? 1965:
Eli rents a room in Albany Park, Chicago. He is on a mission. With patience, cunning, and relentless focus, he navigates
unfamiliar streets and dangerous political backrooms, searching for the truth. Powerful and emotional, Ronald H.
Balson's Eli's Promise is a rich, rewarding novel of World War II and a husband’s quest for justice.
Losing You Nicci French 2008-04-01 It's Nina Landry's birthday, and she's supposed to have her kids ready to leave in a
few hours for a Christmas holiday in Florida with her new boyfriend, but her fifteen-year-old daughter Charlie spent the
night at a friend's and hasn't come home yet. Not by ten a.m., not by eleven. Nina is getting angry---they have a plane
to catch, and Charlie hasn't even bothered to pack. As time passes, though slower and slower by the minute, Nina becomes
uneasy. Her anger gives way to worry, and that worry quickly builds into panic. By one p.m., she's wondering, has
Charlie run away, or has something far worse happened? And why won't anyone---not the cops, not Charlie's friends, not
Charlie's father---take her disappearance seriously? As day turns to night on their home of Sandling Island sixty miles
from London, and a series of ominous secrets leads Nina from sickening suspicion to deadly certainty, the question
becomes less whether she and her daughter will leave the island in time and more whether they'll ever leave it again. In
Losing You, the newest thriller from the long-acclaimed master of psychological suspense, Nicci French unravels one
mother's life and replaces it with every mother's worst nightmare.
The Music of Bees Eileen Garvin 2022-04-26 A NATIONAL BESTSELLER! A Good Morning America BUZZ PICK | A Good Housekeeping
Book Club Pick | IndieNext Pick | LibraryReads Pick | Recommended by People ∙ The Washington Post ∙ Woman's World ∙ NY
Post ∙ BookRiot ∙ Bookish ∙ Christian Science Monitor ∙ Nerd Daily ∙ The Tempest ∙ Midwestness ∙ The Coil ∙ Read It
Forward ∙ and more! “An exquisite debut that combines a moving tale of friendship with a fascinating primer on bees.”-People “This heartwarming, uplifting story will make you want to call your own friends, not to mention grab some
honey.”--Good Housekeeping Three lonely strangers in a rural Oregon town, each working through grief and life's
curveballs, are brought together by happenstance on a local honeybee farm where they find surprising friendship,
healing--and maybe even a second chance--just when they least expect it. Forty-four-year-old Alice Holtzman is stuck in
a dead-end job, bereft of family, and now reeling from the unexpected death of her husband. Alice has begun having panic
attacks whenever she thinks about how her life hasn't turned out the way she dreamed. Even the beloved honeybees she
raises in her spare time aren't helping her feel better these days. In the grip of a panic attack, she nearly collides
with Jake--a troubled, paraplegic teenager with the tallest mohawk in Hood River County--while carrying 120,000
honeybees in the back of her pickup truck. Charmed by Jake's sincere interest in her bees and seeking to rescue him from
his toxic home life, Alice surprises herself by inviting Jake to her farm. And then there's Harry, a twenty-four-yearold with debilitating social anxiety who is desperate for work. When he applies to Alice's ad for part-time farm help,
he's shocked to find himself hired. As an unexpected friendship blossoms among Alice, Jake, and Harry, a nefarious
pesticide company moves to town, threatening the local honeybee population and illuminating deep-seated corruption in
the community. The unlikely trio must unite for the sake of the bees--and in the process, they just might forge a new
future for themselves. Beautifully moving, warm, and uplifting, The Music of Bees is about the power of friendship,
compassion in the face of loss, and finding the courage to start over (at any age) when things don't turn out the way
you expect. “A hopeful, uplifting story about the power of chosen family and newfound home and beginning again . . . but
it’s the bees, with all their wonder and intricacy and intrigue, that make this story sing.” --Laurie Frankel, New York
Times bestselling author of This Is How It Always Is "Eileen Garvin's debut novel is uplifting, funny, bold, and
inspirational. The Music of Bees sings!" --Adriana Trigiani, New York Times bestselling author
Where It Hurts Reed Farrel Coleman 2017-01-03 Nominated for the 2017 Edgar Award for Best Novel From the critically
acclaimed and award-winning author comes a gritty, atmospheric new series about the other side of Long Island, far from
the wealth of the Hamptons, where real people live—and die. Gus Murphy thought he had the world all figured out. A
retired Suffolk County cop, Gus had everything a man could want: a great marriage, two kids, a nice house, and the rest
of his life ahead of him. But in the course of a single deadly moment, his family is blown apart, and he is transformed
from a man who believes he understands everything into a man who understands nothing. Now divorced and working as a
courtesy van driver for a run-down hotel, Gus has settled into a mindless, soulless routine. But his comfortable waking
trance comes to an end when ex-con Tommy Delcamino asks him for help. Four months earlier, the battered body of Tommy’s
son TJ was discovered in a wooded lot, yet the Suffolk County PD doesn’t seem interested in pursuing the killers. In
desperation, Tommy seeks out the only cop he ever trusted—Gus Murphy. Gus reluctantly agrees to see what he can uncover,
and as he begins to investigate, he finds that Tommy was telling the truth. Everyone involved with the late TJ
Delcamino—from his best friend, to a gang enforcer, to a Mafia capo, and even the police—has something to hide, and all
are willing to go to extreme lengths to keep it hidden. It’s a dangerous favor Gus has taken on as he claws his way back
to take a place among the living, while searching through the sewers for a killer.
When Morning Comes Arushi Raina 2019-08-15 It’s 1976 in South Africa. In the black township of Soweto, Zanele works as a
nightclub singer and is plotting against the apartheid government. Her best friend Thabo, schoolboy turned gang member,
has troubles of his own--a deal gone wrong and some powerful enemies. Across the bridge, in the wealthy white suburbs,
Jack plans to spend his last days in Johannesburg burning miles on his beat-up Mustang--until he meets Zanele. Working
in her father's shop, Meena finds a packet of banned pamphlets. A series of chance meetings sets off a chain of events-a failed plot, a murdered teacher, a forbidden love and a growing student movement that sweeps across the country like a
blazing fire. When Morning Comes is a part of the Duckbill Not Our War series. The NOW series deals with children
growing up in times of conflict--powerless, vulnerable, and yet, against all odds, brave and hopeful of a better future.
Tuesday's Gone Nicci French 2013-04-04 “Blue Monday leaves readers with the promise of intriguing tales to come” —People
(four-star review) Internationally bestselling authors Nicci Gerard and Sean French, writing as Nicci French, have sold
more than eight million copies of their books worldwide. But nothing they’ve written written before has grabbed the
attention of reviewers and readers like Blue Monday and its iconic heroine, Frieda Klein. In a starred review,
Publishers Weekly called it a “superb psychological thriller . . . with brooding atmosphere, sustained suspense, a lastminute plot twist, and memorable cast of characters.” In Tuesday’s Gone, a London social worker makes a routine home
visit only to discover her client, Michelle Doyce, serving afternoon tea to a naked, decomposing corpse. With no clues
as to the dead man’s identity, Chief Inspector Karlsson again calls upon Frieda for help. She discovers that the body
belongs to Robert Poole, con man extraordinaire. But Frieda can’t shake the feeling that the past isn’t done with her
yet. Did someone kill Poole to embroil her in the investigation? And if so, is Frieda herself the next victim? A
masterpiece of paranoia, Tuesday’s Gone draws readers inexorably into a fractured and faithless world as it brilliantly
confirms Frieda Klein as a quintessential heroine for our times.
House of Correction Nicci French 2020-10-27 Named a New York Times Best Book to Give! “This house of correction is
booby-trapped with twists, the floors paved with trapdoors, quicksand churning in the garden. Enter if you dare.” –A.J.
Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window “Full of unexpected turns . . . Immensely
satisfying.” – The New York Times Book Review In this heart-pounding standalone thriller from bestselling author Nicci
French, a woman accused of murder attempts to solve her own case from the confines of prison—but as she unravels the
truth, everything is called into question, including her own certainty that she is innocent. Tabitha is not a murderer.
When a body is discovered in Okeham, England, Tabitha is shocked to find herself being placed in handcuffs. It must be a
mistake. She’d only recently moved back to her childhood hometown, not even getting a chance to reacquaint herself with
the neighbors. How could she possibly be a murder suspect? She knows she’s not. As Tabitha is shepherded through the
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system, her entire life is picked apart and scrutinized —her history of depression and medications, her decision to move
back to a town she supposedly hated . . . and of course, her past relationship with the victim, her former teacher. But
most unsettling, Tabitha’s own memories of that day are a complete blur. She thinks she’s not. From the isolation of the
correctional facility, Tabitha dissects every piece of evidence, every testimony she can get her hands on, matching them
against her own recollections. But as dark, long-buried memories from her childhood come to light, Tabatha begins to
question if she knows what kind of person she is after all. The world is convinced she’s a killer. Tabatha needs to
prove them all wrong. But what if she’s only lying to herself?
Domingo's Angel Jenny Twist 2011-06-25 Domingo's Angel Jenny Twist When Angela turns up in a remote Spanish mountain
village, she is so tall and so thin and so pale that everyone thinks she is a ghost or a fairy or the dreadful
mantequero that comes in the night and sucks the fat from your bones. But Domingo knows better. "Soy Angela," she said
to him when they met - "I am an angel." Only later did he realize that she was telling him her name and by then it was
too late and everyone knew her as Domingo's Angel. This is the story of their love affair. But it is also the story of
the people of the tiny mountain village-the indomitable Rosalba-shopkeeper, doctor, midwife and wise woman, who makes it
her business to know everything that goes on in the village; Guillermo, the mayor, whose delusions of grandeur are
rooted in his impoverished childhood; and Salva the Baker, who risked his life and liberty to give bread to the starving
children.
Catch Me When I Fall Nicci French 2009-11-29 From the bestselling author of "Killing Me Softly" and "Beneath the Skin"
comes a stunning new novel of psychological suspense.
The Red Room Nicci French 2001-08-07 At the request of London police, psychologist Kit Quinn agrees to evaluate Michael
Doll, a sexual predator who slashes her face. As she recovers, Kit has horrible dreams of a red room. Months later, Doll
is arrested for murder. As Doll's obsession with Kit escalates, Kit is gripped with a paralyzing fear that the killer
isn't Doll--but someone close to her heart.
Looker Laura Sims 2019-10-01 One of Vogue’s Best Books of 2019 *Vogue, Best Novels of 2019 *CrimeReads, Best Fiction
Debuts of 2019 *Star-Ledger, Top Ten New Jersey Authors of 2019 *EsquireUK, Best Books of 2019 So Far *People, Best New
Books of the Week *Southern Living, Best New Books of Winter 2019 *Entertainment Weekly, Hottest Reads of January
*CosmoUK, Best New Books of January *Vogue, Lit Hub, and CrimeReads, Most Anticipated Books of 2019 In this taut,
arresting debut, a woman becomes fixated on her neighbor—the actress. Though the two women live just a few doors apart,
a chasm lies between them. The actress, a celebrity with a charmed career, shares a gleaming brownstone with her
handsome husband and three adorable children, while the recently separated narrator, unhappily childless and stuck in a
dead-end job, lives in a run-down, three-story walk-up with her ex-husband’s cat. As her fascination grows, the
narrator’s hold on reality begins to slip. Before long, she’s collecting cast-off items from the actress’s stoop and
fantasizing about sleeping with the actress’s husband. After a disastrous interaction with the actress at the annual
block party, what began as an innocent preoccupation turns into a stunning—and irrevocable—unraveling. Immersive and
darkly entertaining, Looker is a searing psychological portrait of obsession.
The Quiet Girl Peter Høeg 2013-07-30 The internationally acclaimed bestselling author of Smilla's Sense of Snow returns
with this "engrossing, beautifully written tale of suspense . . . captivating" (The Miami Herald). Set in Denmark in the
here and now, Peter Hoeg's The Quiet Girl centers around Kaspar Krone, a world-renowned circus clown with a deep love
for the music of Johan Sebastian Bach, and an even deeper gambling debt. Wanted for tax evasion and on the verge of
extradition, Krone is drafted into the service of a mysterious order of nuns who promise him reprieve from the
international authorities in return for his help safeguarding a group of children with mystical abilities -- abilities
that Krone also shares. When one of the children goes missing, Krone sets off to find the young girl and bring her back,
making a shocking series of discoveries along the way about her identity and the true intentions of his young wards. The
result is a fast-paced, philosophical thriller blending social realism with the literary fantastic and pitting art and
spirituality against corporate interests and nothing less than the will to war by the industrialized world. The Quiet
Girl is a masterful, inventive novel that marks the triumphal return of one of the great writers of the international
literary world.
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2014 Ruth Lennox, beloved mother of three, is found by her daughter in a pool of her
own blood. Who would want to murder an ordinary housewife? And why? Psychotherapist Frieda Klein finds she has an
unusually personal connection with DCI Karlsson's latest case.
The Letter Keeper Charles Martin 2021-06-08 Combining heart-wrenching emotion with edge-of-your-seat tension, New York
Times bestselling author Charles Martin explores the true power of sacrificial love. Murphy Shepherd has made a career
of finding those no one else could—survivors of human trafficking. His life’s mission is helping others find freedom . .
. but then the nightmare strikes too close to home. When his new wife, her daughter, and two other teenage girls are
stolen, Murphy is left questioning all he has thought to be true. With more dead ends than leads, he has no idea how to
find his loved ones. After everything is stripped away, love is what remains. Hope feels lost, but Murphy is willing to
expend his last breath trying to bring them home. Praise for The Letter Keeper: “A man broken by events beyond his
control accepts the challenge to walk dark ways in order to bring the lost and helpless home, but he comes close to
losing himself in the process. Despite the hardship and heartache, Martin’s story shines with the light of eternal
hope.” —Davis Bunn, writing for Christianity Today “It is unequivocally, hands down, a remarkable read. It’s everything
you want (and a whole lot more) from a sequel . . . Y’all better get ready. Like I said last time, clear your schedule.
Then read this book . . . front to back. There will be more sweaty palms, fist pumps, tears, and laughter than the first
one. I promise.” —Charlie Martin, Charles Martin’s son Full-length novel One of the Murphy Shepherd novels: Book One:
The Water Keeper Book Two: The Letter Keeper Book Three: Coming June 2022! Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Also by Charles Martin: The Mountain Between Us, Send Down the Rain, Long Way Gone, When Crickets Cry
Final Betrayal Patricia Gibney 2019-04-18 ‘She lifted the flap of the envelope and pulled out the single white page. As
she opened it up she stared, open mouthed. Four words were typed on the page. I am watching you.’ When Amy Whyte and
Penny Brogan leave a local nightclub in the early hours of Sunday morning and don’t arrive home, their families are
beside themselves with worry. Conor Dowling has just been released from prison, a man full of hatred for Amy, the girl
who put him behind bars in the first place. The case is given to Detective Lottie Parker, when the girls’ blood-soaked
bodies are found, days later, in a derelict squat. Chillingly, both girls are clutching silver coins in their hands –
what message is this killer leaving behind? All the signs point to Conor but his alibi is water tight. As Lottie
examines Penny and Amy’s final days alive in a desperate search for clues, two more girls are found stabbed to death in
a luxury apartment complex. Caught up in what is fast becoming her toughest case yet, Lottie is unaware that somebody is
watching her every move. Then Lottie’s two daughters, Katie and Chloe suddenly disappear from the town centre. Terrified
that the killer has her girls, the stakes have never been higher for Lottie. But as Lottie puts everything on the line
to find her daughters and solve the case, she’s about to find herself in terrible danger – someone has a personal axe to
grind with her and they know the best way to get to her is to hurt the ones she loves the most. If you love Karin
Slaughter, Robert Dugoni and Rachel Abbott, you’ll be hooked by this heart-stopping thriller from Patricia Gibney. Final
Betrayal will keep you guessing until the very last page. Readers are loving Final Betrayal: ‘Another absolutely
riveting, gut gripping and unputdownable book from Patricia Gibney!! Had this read in record time!! From start to finish
it was brilliant!! Literally can't wait for the next one and the outcome for Lottie and Boyd!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘A dark and gripping read…There are so many heart stopping moments that had me hold my breath. I was carried along
by the authors writing, making assumptions along the way. Lets just say nil points to me as I totally got it wrong.
Final Betrayal is a story that is guaranteed to set your pulse racing. I was totally hooked and enjoyed being part of
this thrilling journey that I was taken on alongside Lottie whose character I really enjoyed. Without a doubt I will be
going back and reading the rest of the books in the series as this just ticked all the boxes for what I look for in a
crime series.’ Bytheletterbookreviews, 5 stars ‘I adore Lottie Parker … go pick up the latest release by this fabulous
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author. Patricia Gibney is the best!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Well I am now a fan of Lottie Parker !! This is my
first book in the series but I am off to buy the rest ! Final Betrayal is a page turning, twists and turns book. So many
dead bodies. I can tell you that if I am missing or in trouble , it's Lottie Parker and her team of detectives I want on
my side …Can't wait to read more of Lottie's exploits!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘An epic, compelling story …I look
forward to getting reacquainted with DI Lottie Parker every time a new book comes out, and I’m yet to be disappointed.
In fact, every time one comes out, I make the same mistake of picking it up and starting, not realising I’m going to get
very little done until I’ve finished it. Yes, it happened again, I read this book over two days, well I did have to stop
to sleep.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm, 5 stars
The Virus in the Age of Madness Bernard-Henri Lévy 2020-07-28 A trenchant look at how the coronavirus reveals the
dangerous fault lines of contemporary society As seen on CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS: “A stirring alarm addressed to an
unsettled world.” (Kirkus Reviews) Forget the world that came before. The author of American Vertigo serves up an
incisive look at how COVID-19 reveals the dangerous fault lines of contemporary society. With medical mysteries, rising
death tolls, and conspiracy theories beamed minute by minute through the vast web universe, the coronavirus pandemic has
irrevocably altered societies around the world. In this sharp essay, world-renowned philosopher Bernard-Henri Lévy
interrogates the many meanings and metaphors we have assigned to the pandemic—and what they tell us about ourselves.
Drawing on the philosophical tradition from Plato and Aristotle to Lacan and Foucault, Lévy asks uncomfortable questions
about reality and mythology: he rejects the idea that the virus is a warning from nature, the inevitable result of
global capitalism; he questions the heroic status of doctors, asking us to think critically about the loci of authority
and power; he challenges the panicked polarization that dominates online discourse. Lucid, incisive, and always
original, Lévy takes a bird’s-eye view of the most consequential historical event of our time and proposes a way to
defend human society from threats to our collective future. A portion of the author’s proceeds will be donated to Binc
(The Book Industry Charitable Foundation).
The Ritual Bath Faye Kellerman 2011-01-25 Detective Peter Decker of the LAPD is stunned when he gets the report. Someone
has shattered the sanctuary of a remote yeshiva community in the California hills with an unimaginable crime. One of the
women was brutally raped as she returned from the mikvah, the bathhouse where the cleansing ritual is performed. The
crime was called in by Rina Lazarus, and Decker is relieved to discover that she is a calm and intelligent witness. She
is also the only one in the sheltered community willing to speak of this unspeakable violation. As Rina tries to steer
Decker through the maze of religious laws, the two grow closer. But before they get to the bottom of this horrendous
crime, revelations come to light that are so shocking, they threaten to come between the hard-nosed cop and the deeply
religious woman with whom he has become irrevocably linked.
May '68 and Its Afterlives Kristin Ross 2008-11-26 During May 1968, students and workers in France united in the biggest
strike and the largest mass movement in French history. Protesting capitalism, American imperialism, and Gaullism, 9
million people from all walks of life, from shipbuilders to department store clerks, stopped working. The nation was
paralyzed—no sector of the workplace was untouched. Yet, just thirty years later, the mainstream image of May '68 in
France has become that of a mellow youth revolt, a cultural transformation stripped of its violence and profound
sociopolitical implications. Kristin Ross shows how the current official memory of May '68 came to serve a political
agenda antithetical to the movement's aspirations. She examines the roles played by sociologists, repentant ex-student
leaders, and the mainstream media in giving what was a political event a predominantly cultural and ethical meaning.
Recovering the political language of May '68 through the tracts, pamphlets, and documentary film footage of the era,
Ross reveals how the original movement, concerned above all with the question of equality, gained a new and counterfeit
history, one that erased police violence and the deaths of participants, removed workers from the picture, and
eliminated all traces of anti-Americanism, anti-imperialism, and the influences of Algeria and Vietnam. May '68 and Its
Afterlives is especially timely given the rise of a new mass political movement opposing global capitalism, from labor
strikes and anti-McDonald's protests in France to the demonstrations against the World Trade Organization in Seattle.
Rogue Island Bruce DeSilva 2010-10-12 2011 Edgar Award Winner for Best First Novel Liam Mulligan is as old school as a
newspaper man gets. His beat is Providence, Rhode Island, and he knows every street and alley. He knows the priests and
prostitutes, the cops and street thugs. He knows the mobsters and politicians—who are pretty much one and the same.
Someone is systematically burning down the neighborhood Mulligan grew up in, people he knows and loves are perishing in
the flames, and the public is on the verge of panic. With the whole city of Providence on his back, Mulligan must weed
through a wildly colorful array of characters to find the truth. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Village Caroline Mitchell 2022-01-25 From the bestselling author of the DI Amy Winter series comes a thriller about
a shocking disappearance--and the village that has conspired to keep the truth buried. Ten years ago, the Harper family
disappeared. Their deserted cottage was left with the water running, the television playing cartoons, the oven ready for
baking. The doors were locked from the inside. Overnight, the sleepy village of Nighbrook became notorious as the scene
of the unsolved mystery of the decade, an epicentre for ghoulish media speculation. For crime journalist Naomi, solving
the case has turned into an obsession. So now, with Ivy Cottage finally listed for sale, it's her chance to mount an
investigation like no other. And her husband and stepdaughter don't really need to know what happened in their new
home... do they? But Nighbrook isn't quite the village she expected. No one wants to talk to her. No one will answer her
questions. And as she becomes increasingly uneasy, it's clear that the villagers are hiding something--that there is
something very dark at the heart of this rural idyll. And the deeper she digs, the more it seems her investigation could
be more dangerous than she ever imagined... In raking up the secrets of the past, has she made her own family the next
target?
The Path to the Sea Liz Fenwick 2019-06-06 Sometimes going home is just the beginning... ‘Vivid and beautifully written,
Liz Fenwick is a gifted storyteller’ Sarah Morgan, Sunday Times bestselling author 'Atmospheric, emotional and full of
mystery – an absolute pleasure from page one' Veronica Henry, Sunday Times bestselling author
Saturday Requiem Nicci French 2016-06-30 Nicci French's darkest most shocking thriller yet, Saturday Requiem is the
stand-alone sixth instalment of the Frieda Klein series, about a young girl accused of murdering her family Thirteen
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years ago eighteen-year-old Hannah Docherty was arrested for the brutal murder of her family. It was an open-shut case
and Hannah's been incarcerated in a secure hospital ever since. When psychotherapist Frieda Klein is asked to meet
Hannah and give her assessment of her, she reluctantly agrees. What she finds horrifies her. And Frieda is haunted by
the thought that Hannah might be as much of a victim as her family; that something wasn't right all those years ago. And
as Hannah's case takes hold of her, Frieda soon begins to realize that she's up against someone who'll go to any lengths
to protect themself. 'Nicci French's sophisticated, compassionate and gripping crime novels stand head and shoulders
above the competition' Sophie Hannah 'French leads the field' Sunday Express 'Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control
of suspense' Daily Mirror 'Tense, frightening, gripping' Easy Living 'Dark, nerve-tingling and addictive' Daily Express
Killing Me Softly Nicci French 2001-08-07 From internationally acclaimed author Nicci French comes a shattering
psychological thriller in the spirit of Gone Girl. Alice Loudon has it all: a devoted boyfriend, a marvelous circle of
friends, a challenging job as a research scientist. Then one morning, on her way to work, she exchanges a lingering look
with a devastatingly attractive man. Adam Tallis is the essence of every female fantasy-a daring mountain climber who
has been hailed as a hero. As a lover, he is more passionate than Alice's wildest imaginings. Soon there isn't anything
or anyone she wouldn't give up to stay by his side. But as she learns more about her lover, she enters his world of risk
and transgression-and begins to uncover a past filled with troubling secrets. Adam hurts her sometimes and three women
in his life have died accidental deaths. Determined to uncover the truth, Alice turns detective as her fears start to
come true. Soon love and sexual obsession overwhelm her until they threaten everything: her safety, her sanity and her
life.
Thursday's Children Nicci French 2016-05-04 An Internationally Bestselling AuthorA Frieda Klein MysteryWith each
chilling installment, a growing readership is drawn to brilliant and solitary London psychotherapist Frieda Klein. And
in Thursday's Children, confronting the ghosts of the past turns out to be more dangerous than Frieda ever expected.
Sunday Morning Coming Down Nicci French 2017-03 It's always darkest before the light. In the chilling seventh instalment
of the bestselling, critically acclaimed Frieda Klein series, evil draws ever closer to home. A body is discovered under
the floorboards of psychotherapist Frieda Klein's house. It's the man she hired to protect her. Frieda has always known
her stalker, Dean Reeve, was still alive - at last the police are forced to believe her. But this is only the first
body, and as the police investigation stalls, Dean's taunts grow ever more personal. Unless Frieda can find him - and
fast - her loved ones' loyalty could come at a truly fatal cost . . .
Beneath the Skin Nicci French 2001-08-07 Zoe. Jenny. Nadia. Three women of varying ages and backgrounds with little else
in common but for one thing: Someone has sent them each a note informing them that they will be killed. A cruel joke? A
hoax? The police don't seem to think so. Now, with no clear suspect and amid the growing threat of violence, the victims
become the accused as authorities dig into their backgrounds for clues as to why they might have attracted the
unrelenting attention of a killer. As Zoe, Jenny, and Nadia find themselves being victimized twiceover, once by the
faceless stalker and again by the police, each must ultimately face the question of which is stronger: the instinct to
survive, or the desire to destroy?
In the Dark Cara Hunter 2019-02-19 From internationally bestselling author Cara Hunter, a riveting suspense novel about
the shocking secrets revealed when a woman is discovered held captive behind a basement wall—and no one is who they
appear to be Do you know what they’re hiding in the house next door? A woman and child are found locked in a basement,
barely alive, and unidentifiable: the woman can’t speak, there are no missing persons reports that match their profile,
and the confused, elderly man who owns the house claims he has never seen them before. The inhabitants of the quiet
street are in shock—how could this happen right under their noses? But Detective Inspector Adam Fawley knows nothing is
impossible. And no one is as innocent as they seem. As the police grow desperate for a lead, Fawley stumbles across a
breakthrough, a link to a case he worked years before about another young woman and child gone missing, never solved.
When he realizes the missing woman’s house is directly adjacent to the house in this case, he thinks he might have found
the connection that could bring justice for both women. But there’s something not quite right about the little boy from
the basement, and the truth will send shockwaves through the force that Fawley never could have anticipated. A deeply
unsettling, heart-stopping mystery of long-buried secrets and the monsters who hide in plain sight, In the Dark is the
second gripping novel featuring DI Adam Fawley.
Blue Monday Nicci French 2012-03-01 The stunning first book in a new series of psychological thrillers introducing an
unforgettable London psychotherapist Frieda Klein is a solitary, incisive psychotherapist who spends her sleepless
nights walking along the ancient rivers that have been forced underground in modern London. She believes that the world
is a messy, uncontrollable place, but what we can control is what is inside our heads. This attitude is reflected in her
own life, which is an austere one of refuge, personal integrity, and order. The abduction of five-year-old Matthew
Farraday provokes a national outcry and a desperate police hunt. And when his face is splashed over the newspapers,
Frieda cannot ignore the coincidence: one of her patients has been having dreams in which he has a hunger for a child. A
red-haired child he can describe in perfect detail, a child the spitting image of Matthew. She finds herself in the
center of the investigation, serving as the reluctant sidekick of the chief inspector. Drawing readers into a haunting
world in which the terrors of the mind have spilled over into real life, Blue Monday introduces a compelling protagonist
and a chilling mystery that will appeal to readers of dark crime fiction and fans of In Treatment and The Killing.
Living in Two Worlds Else Behrend-Rosenfeld 2021-12-16 This unique collection of diaries and letters offers a vivid
personal account of the experiences of a Jewish couple living parallel lives during the Second World War. While their
children left for England just before war broke out, and Siegfried soon followed, Else Behrend was unable to obtain her
visa in time, and remained in Germany. This volume includes Else's account of her years of persecution under the Nazi
dictatorship, and of her life underground in Berlin, before her eventual daring escape to Switzerland on foot in 1944.
Her dramatic story is presented alongside Siegfried's account of his very different experience, living penniless and in
isolation in England, as well as some of her letters to her close friend and confidante, Eva. Complemented by QR codes
that allow readers to listen to Else's own voice from her 1963 BBC interviews. Published in English for the first time,
Living in Two Worlds offers an unforgettable and moving insight into the impact of the Second World War on everyday
life.
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